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Success Factors

Determination that this 
was to be a heritage 
themed tourist operation 
as a central city circulator 
– hop on/ hop off as well 
as city tour.   
Infrastructure designed 
as authentic copy of ChCh
heritage 



Had some battles with the 
regulator  (new regime,  
only heavy rail experience –
no real perception of trams 
in streets).   

Example of open sides and 
steps issues – fear of 
collisions, people falling out  
etc.   



Vehicles - restored and well 
presented – in good 
operating condition fit for 
daily operation (unlike most 
heritage trams in a museum 
situation). 

Safety glass throughout, 
rewiring, crack testing, and ..  
Some basic features to suit 
modern traffic conditions 
added, including low voltage 
circuits for some lighting and 
comms.



Limited disabled access –
only one  wheel chair lift 
on the circuit initially –
and this agreed with the 
disabled community.  



Keeping the hoist clear can be an issue!



A second added on the 
extension – but demand 
appears to be limited



Heritage tram experts worked 
alongside traffic engineers, 
transport planners, urban 
designers  - very careful route 
selection based on perceived 
need and purpose.

Connecting central city 
attractions – generally avoided 
very busy streets.

Acceptance that slow moving 
tram works in a pedestrian 
environment,  (10Km speed 
limits) and also acts as a traffic 
calmer. In central city where 
max speed is  now 30k/h.



Prime Minister opens tram extension (and has a drive) in 2015 

Strong tourism, retailer and 
local council support (they 
own the infrastructure, 
licence the operator and 
collect a fee) - iconic status 
achieved quite quickly.

(Pic of CCC symbol or using photo)



Truck manufacture at Ferrymead –
for Sydney Tramway Museum

Recognition of the need for 
ongoing relationships –
mutual liaison and support 
from local tramway museum 
(Ferrymead) and also 
Sydney Tramway Museum.

This includes acknowledging  
expertise in tram repairs and 
maintenance and further 
tram supply.



Good safety record  - only 
one instance of  TAIC 
involvement – 244  brake 
failure in 2006   - cars 
damaged, but no injuries!

R A I L W A Y O C C U R R E N C E    R E P O R T

06-112      
Report 06-112, loss of airbrakes and collision, Tram 244,  

November 2006 Christchurch 



New challenges met head-
on, including after the 
earthquakes - work site 
access issue – battle fought 
and won (so far - with 
community support).

Access adjacent to and 
through building sites has 
been an added attraction, 
and is not unduly difficult –
controlled,  covered, fixed 
path



New challenges met head-
on, including after the 
earthquakes - work site 
access issue – battle fought 
and won (so far - with 
community support).

Access adjacent to and 
through building sites has 
been an added attraction, 
and is not unduly difficult –
controlled,  covered, fixed 
path



Cathedral forecourt tidy up has begun – issue of how much 
space needed beyond their site has still to be agreed!

On going central city 
pressure for tram to halt 
while building works 
proceed (eg Cathedral)



Earthquakes have been an 
opportunity as well as a threat.

Threat that tramway not a 
priority, not worth retaining, 
don’t fit a new, modern city. 

Opportunity to re- restore,   do 
further improvements  including 
modernising some features (eg
LED lighting) as well as extending 
the line – tram a promoter of 
urban regeneration.



Pic of damaged heritage building 

Tramway operators have 
always focussed on heritage 
theme. 

Post-earthquake, with the 
loss of much built heritage, 
the trams are a positive 
reminder of both the 
distant (50+ years) and 
recent (post quake) past.



Driver controls pics

Other modern features of 
ChCh Tramway:

Driver control of signals,                                                                                                   
points & doors, Cathedral Jn.

All trams are fitted with a 24-
volt system for marker lights,
tail lights, indicators, radios,
etc. Battery to ensure that
these systems still operate if
the power fails or the trolley
pole leaves the wire. Future threat of automation and driverless 

vehicles?   - all vehicles could be affected, 
should there be a future law change limiting 
use of  vehicles with drivers.



Junction of Worcester Bld and Oxford Tce -
driver remotely changes points, signal shows
direction, wheel counters.



Support for future light rail by 
decision to use modern 
overhead on extension (was to 
be part, pre quake, but changed 
to all as so much old had gone. 

Not very likely that LR will use 
much of the city circuit because 
travels through very slow streets, 
but option is there.

More likely that tram will be an 
historic oddity (and therefore 
very popular) like San Francisco 
cable car system.



Trolley poles v Pantographs

Poles should not be an issue if 
overhead is well constructed 
and maintained  and in 
Christchurch slow speeds also 
reduce risks of de-wiring.

Drivers also at less risk in quiet 
or no traffic streets. New loop 
is modern “elastic” K&M  and 
used by poles.



Post earthquake re-opening 
issues – “some over zealous, 
extremely safety conscious  
risk averse officials” re. tram 
travelling in both directions on 
single line required massive 
cross hatching – in case 
someone wasn’t aware tram 
might be coming “backwards”. 

Yellow now mostly removed –
at considerable expense!



And the future?

Need to be aware of overseas 
trends/decisions etc will 
heritage go out of favour?

The time is not far away when 
nobody still alive will 
remember these trams in 
“real life”.



Pic of circuit breaker or other safety 
sign?

Need to be ever vigilant of 
needs for safety and remain 
accident free - a bad 
accident could destroy good 
will and popularity/support.

Any obvious serious dangers 
should be mitigated eg. 
update wiring etc,  adding 
circuit breaker if missing  
(done for  W2  No. 244 
following Memphis fires!)



Brill 178 has now had more years operating on the current 
tourist tramway than when in original CTB service.

Future non-evasive change 
may be acceptable if 
reversible for when cars 
eventually become museum 
pieces again.

But of course their history 
has continued -maybe 
changes should be retained 
as part of the tram’s ongoing 
history/development?



178 – major roof repairs at  
Ferrymead  Tramway 2018

Need to recognise tram 
will wear out and most of 
it will require repair if not 
replacement at some 
stage.  

Risk of loss of skills, spare 
parts etc lessened if 
strong relationships 
maintained with tram 
museum fraternity.



Track extension options – an 
example of this

Continue to work with 
Council and advisers to 
ensure that significance of 
tram and how it fits into 
modernising city streets 
remains an important 
consideration.

Contrast between 
Christchurch and Dockline
(Auckland.)



Advanced age of many tram 
drivers – annual medical 
checks to ensure they are in 
good health.  

Greater need in the future for 
better dead man control ? Use 
of Electro-Pneumatic  button a 
safety feature since  1995. 



Fares compared to “normal” 
PT are high – this is off set by 
an annual pass system,but
price does put some off and is 
criticised by some locals. 

Future answer may be some 
subsidy as for other public 
transport?

Purchase a Christchurch Tram & 
Gondola Annual Pass and enjoy 
unlimited rides on both iconic 
attractions for a whole year!
The Annual Pass allows the 
cardholder to ride the historic 
Christchurch Tram and use the 
iconic Christchurch Gondola for 
one year from the date of 
purchase, and also entitles you 
to great discounts at our other 
top attractions.
With so much to see and do, 
the Annual Pass is perfect for 
those who love to enjoy and 
explore Christchurch!

Adult $NZ 65 Child $NZ 29
Family of 5 $NZ 139 

https://www.christchurchattractions.nz/christchurch-tram/
https://www.christchurchattractions.nz/gondola/


Pic in mall?

Compared to the risk profiles 
of some other heritage 
vehicles – eg aircraft and 
racing cars, the slow pace of 
trams and their well designed 
working environment 
suggests there should be less 
concern about possible dire 
consequences. 



Relevance to heritage trams in streets?

While this may be the U.S. benchmark for modern light 
rail systems it would be unrealistic to expect tramways 
operating heritage vehicles to be able to comply with 
many of the  suggested guidelines.   

“The purpose of this guideline is to facilitate the 
successful introduction of modern street car vehicles into 
North American Systems by promoting understanding of 
the core technical and operational issues… the document 
is intended to provide guidance to planners, transit 
agencies and others interested in developing new… or 
enhancing existing street car systems using low floor 
modern streetcar vehicles”.

Some value in getting an understanding of the safety 
issues of concern, but most of the guidelines could not ne 
initiated without substantial change to the heritage 
features of heritage trams. 



But….     There is another APTA publication

“Vintage and Heritage Trolley Vehicle Equipment”

(Revised edition 2017)

http://www.heritagetrolley.org/images/APTA_RT-SCS-S-001-05_Rev_1.pdf

“While the rail transit industry has been steadily generating consensus standards 
covering many technical aspects  of its present generation of equipment, these 
standards do not make provision for the unique vehicles found in  heritage trolley 
operations. For this reason, the APTA Streetcar Subcommittee developed this 
document to  establish appropriate standards for equipping and operating heritage 
trolley vehicles in an urban public transit  environment.  

This Standard is based on the “Historical Streetcar” section of the California Public 
Utilities Commission  General Order 143-B, with many additional criteria added in 
order to create a more comprehensive standard.”  

http://www.heritagetrolley.org/images/APTA_RT-SCS-S-001-05_Rev_1.pdf




The End


